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Abstract—In the last years, the interest in Optical Music Recognition (OMR) has reawakened, especially since the appearance of deep learning. However, there are very few works addressing handwritten scores. In this work we describe a full OMR pipeline for handwritten music scores by using Convolutional and Recurrent Neural Networks that could serve as a baseline for the research community.

Index Terms—Optical Music Recognition, Long Short-Term Memory, Convolutional Neural Networks, MUSCIMA++, CVC-MUSCIMA.

I. INTRODUCTION

For many decades, music scores have been manually written in a sheet format. Nowadays, there are archives with thousands of handwritten music scores waiting to be transcribed. Since a manual transcription becomes unfeasible, it is necessary to develop an automatic method to transcribe music scores.

Optical Music Recognition (OMR) is the process to convert a music score image into a machine-readable format. There are some OMR software such as PhotoScore 1 or SharpEye2 that work very well on printed scores. However, when they have to deal with handwritten music scores, the accuracy decreases significantly. As far as we know, the few existing OMR handwritten methods only focus on a specific stage of the full OMR pipeline, such as layout analysis [1], detection and classification of graphic primitives [2], [3]. Thus, we believe that it is time to design a full OMR pipeline for handwritten scores.

In this paper we propose a full staff-wise OMR system for handwritten music scores which can serve as a baseline for the research community. Our method is composed by a Convolutional Neural Network followed by a Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory. This architecture is based on our previous publication [4], where we proposed to recognize printed music scores as a sequential recognition task by using Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory networks. In the current work we improve and adapt this architecture for dealing with handwritten music scores. First, we have added a Convolutional Neural Network in order to extract meaningful features. Since the amount of annotated handwritten data is very limited, we propose a specific data augmentation technique to increase the amount of training music scores. Finally, we have studied transfer learning techniques to benefit from printed and synthetic music scores.

II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

Single staff sheet music can be seen as a sequence. In this way, first of all we have cropped the different staves of each page to read them from left to right. Then, our architecture is composed of the following steps:

Input: Each music score is first preprocessed cropping it into staves and then each staff is resized to a height of 100 pixels and binarized to feed each column in the proposed architecture. Since the aspect ratio is kept, each image will have different width. Afterwards, all images belonging to the same batch are padded to the maximum width.

Convolutional Block: This block uses three convolutional layers with a kernel of 3x3 which increases the depth. Batch Normalization and Rectified Linear Unit activations are located after each convolutional layer. Then a max-pool 2x1 operator is used to maintain the image width in order to feed our model column-by-column.

Recurrent Block: This block is constructed by 4 Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) layers of 512 neurons each. The bidirectionalality provides more context than a single LSTM, because ambiguities can be reduced when taking into account the forward and backward directions in the image. For example, if one direction is reading a vertical line and the other direction is seeing a notehead, the network can correctly predict a quarter note.

Dense Layers: After the recurrent block, two fully connected (FC) layers are located. We use two separated fully connected layers in order to reduce the large combination between rhythm and melody. Beside this, by separating rhythm and melody, the system is able to learn the shape of a symbol independently of its position on the staff and vice versa. In other words, the system can learn the shape of a quarter note no matter if it is located in the first or fourth line in the staff.

Output: Lastly, each fully connected layer returns a binary matrix. Each matrix has the same width as the original image. The rhythm is defined using a matrix with a height of 80 classes and the pitch with 28 classes. Finally, a threshold is applied to decide which symbols appear in the music score.

Both matrices are finally converted into one array. So, we obtain three arrays, one for the rhythm, other for the pitch and another one with the combination of both. These arrays will be used to evaluate the method.

III. TRAINING STRATEGIES

Since there are very few labelled handwritten music scores to train the systems, this leads to overfitting problems. For this

---

1http://www.neuratron.com/photoscore.htm
2http://www.visiv.co.uk/
reason, we opt to use printed data as pre-training.

Concretely, we propose to train our model with printed data and afterwards retrain it with the few available handwritten data. In other words, we propose transfer learning by fine-tuning the pre-trained system with the handwritten data.

In addition, some distortions have been applied to the training data so that the system can learn a more robust and general shape of every symbol. First, we have applied three distortion methods -dilating, eroding or blurring- into both the printed and handwritten training sets. Secondly, and in order to increase the amount of possible melodies, the number of handwritten training music scores has been increased by cropping each measure (bar unit) and shuffling them in the music score.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION

To evaluate our OMR system on handwritten music scores, we have labelled at symbol level a subset of 20 pages of the MUSCIMA++ dataset [5], which is a subset of the CVC-MUSCIMA dataset [6]. For measuring the performance, we have used the Symbol Error Rate (SER) as evaluation metric, defined as the sum of edit operations that are needed to convert the output of our architecture into the label in terms of symbol insertions, substitutions and deletions.

Table I shows the results of our method. In the table, the lower SER, the better. Note that each line introduces an improvement to the previous system. In the first row we are testing our method without any of the proposed improvements nor pre-training on printed data.

It can be observed that the incorporation of the data augmentation on the printed dataset, and shuffling the measures indeed improves the overall system performance. Also, instead of using the raw image as input, the convolutional block shows that it indeed helps to extract the discriminative features to recognize the different music symbols. Nevertheless, the BLSTM is the key modification to reduce the error rates by a large margin. This is because the bidirectionality is able to reduce most of the ambiguities. Finally, note that using morphological operations for data augmentation only introduces noise and increases the error rates.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have proposed a full Optical Music Recognition system to recognize handwritten music scores. This method uses a convolution block to extract features followed by a recurrent block based on the Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Networks. It also includes a specific data augmentation and uses transfer learning from printed data.

We believe that the provided results can be used as a baseline for future improvements in the OMR research field. Bearing in mind that we have only used 20 pages of the MUSCIMA++, these results are encouraging. We think that increasing the amount of annotated handwritten music scores at symbol level, the system could obtain much better results.

Future work will be focused on investigating more suitable data augmentation methods for music scores. Moreover, we would like to study how a postprocessing step based on grammars or semantics could solve ambiguities at higher level, and thus improve the performance.
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